Finger-Hop Rabbit

Try making fingerprint pictures of Rabbit. Why not print a field of crunchy finger carrots, too?

Hopping Rabbit

You will need:
- Light brown paint
- A saucer for the paint
- An A4 sheet of plain paper
- A black pen

What to do:
1. Cut the craft paper to cover the bottom half of the sheet of white paper and stick it down.
2. Pour a small amount of paint into the saucer.
3. To make carrots, dip a finger into the paint. Start at the top of the brown paper and make three prints going downwards, each one getting a little bit smaller.
4. Wash your hands. Wait for the paint to dry.
5. Now all you need to do is scribble little green leaves on the top of each carrot, as if just poking above the ground.

You will need:
- Safety scissors
- A small sheet of craft paper (about half-A4 size)
- Glue
- An A4 sheet of white paper
- Orange paint
- A saucer for the paint
- A green pencil or pen

Crunchy Finger Carrots

You will need:
- Light brown paint
- A saucer for the paint
- An A4 sheet of plain paper
- A black pen

What to do:
1. Cut the craft paper to cover the bottom half of the sheet of white paper and stick it down.
2. Pour a small amount of paint into the saucer.
3. To make carrots, dip a finger into the paint. Start at the top of the brown paper and make three prints going downwards, each one getting a little bit smaller.
4. Wash your hands. Wait for the paint to dry.
5. Now all you need to do is scribble little green leaves on the top of each carrot, as if just poking above the ground.
**Rock and Roll Hen**

Whee! This paper-plate toy Hen rolls and pecks.

**You will need:**
- A pencil
- Small sheets of red, brown and yellow card (each about half-A4 size)
- Safety scissors
- A white paper plate
- Paintbrushes
- Paints
- Sticky tape

**What to do:**

1. On the red card, draw the outline of the big feathers on top of Hen’s head and cut them out. You can copy the picture on the right to help.
2. Cut out a triangle of yellow card for the beak and fold it in half.
3. Paint the middle circle of your paper plate to look like Hen’s blue and white spotty dress.
4. Fold the paper plate in half and gently press down along the fold.
5. Stick Hen’s big red feathers to the plate near the fold line. You can copy the picture on the opposite page.
6. Carefully slide the beak inside the folded plate so it’s poking out, then stick in place with tape.
7. Hen needs eyes! Paint one on either side.
8. Stand the folded plate up so the folded edge is at the top and gently push Hen to make her rock.

Why not make a paper-plate yellow chick?
Fox's Stripy Bow Tie

In a cupboard up high,
He finds his bow tie.

Make and wear your very own stripy bow tie and look as splendid as Fox.

What to do:

1. First draw the shape of the bow tie on to the card. You can copy the picture on the right to help. Cut it out.
2. Decide which side is the front. Using your pens, draw black lines to show the knot in the middle of the bow. Then add in lots of green stripes.
3. Lay the bulldog clip on the back of the bow tie, in the middle. Use strong sticky tape to secure one arm of the bulldog clip to the bow tie.
4. Now you're ready to wear your bow tie by clipping the bulldog clip to the top of your shirt or T-shirt.

You will need:

- A pencil
- A small piece of white card (about half-A4 size)
- Safety scissors
- Black and green pens
- A small bulldog clip
- Strong sticky tape

How about wearing a snazzy bow tie as a brooch or on a hat?